
 Drilling Holes thru Irregular Stainless Steel Surfaces
 CryoNitride™ drill Bits

•  Cryophase™ Treatment improves the life and 
reduces the brittleness of the drill bit

•  Specially modified semi-parabolic flutes reduce 
cutting edge angle lowering feed requirements

•  Larger flute channel easily passes bulky chips to 
prevent binding and bit breaking

•    Proprietary CryoNite™ coating on the margin 
provides a sharper, longer lasting side cutting edge

•  CM8™ premium alloy blend of high speed steel 
maximixes tool life and increases toughness  

FeAtUres ANd BeNeFits 

 MANUFACtUriNG

APPliCAtioN story
•  Occasionally deep holes must be drilled 

straight and true through multiple 
changing surfaces. The hole starts out 
normally by drilling through a top plate, 
but suddenly the drill bit hits the piece 
below it and can only make partial surface 
contact. This problem may be compounded 
when drilling tough material, like stainless 
steel. 

•  An elevator manufacturing company faces this problem with nearly 
every build. They have used premium drill bits with limited success. 
The bits chip too easily, and often deflect causing the channel to 
gradually narrow.  Worse, still, the bits just break while drilling.

•  CryoNitride drill bits are designed with a tenacious 80Rc margin, 
which enables these bits to drill clean, deep holes in stainless steel, 
even through multiple surface profiles. Using the CryoNitride drill 
bits to drill cast stainless elevator door sills, they achieved 10 times 
performance improvement against chipping, drifting, and breakage.

APPliCAtioN stePs

Always wear ANSI approved goggles and face shield when channel 
drilling, as the risk for drill breaking or shattering exists.

When drilling stainless, use a very slow speed, a very high feed, and 
ALWAYS use cutting fluid or a lubricating stick.

When drilling a partial hole (channel 
cutting) in stainless, the first surface (of 
the multiple changing surfaces) must be at 
least as thick as the drill bit diameter. 

Once the first surface is penetrated and the 
hole transitions into drilling a “channel”, 
reduce the feed rate to 1/2” per minute or 
slower.

Reduce feed rate slightly when 
transitioning into or out of new, changing, 
or irregular surfaces



CryoNitride™

 Drill Bits

Additional Applications

•  Drilling 300-series stainless 
steel 

•  Drilling hardened steel up 
to 45Rc

• Aluminum Drilling

Code Description     
816-5-series CryoNitride drill bits sizes: 1/16” - 1/2”
999-9-5213 13pc, 1/16 - 1/4, by 1/64, in 29pc index
999-9-5218 18pc, 1/16 - 1/2, by 1/32, w/2ea of smaller size
999-9-5221      21pc, 1/16 - 3/8, by 1/64, in 29pc index
999-9-5229      29pc, 1/16 - 1/2, by 1/64, in 29pc index
999-9-5255      55pc, 1/16 - 1/2, by 1/64, in 55pc index
999-9-5257      21pc, 1/16 - 3/8, by 1/64, in 55pc index
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Cost Savings Summary 
 

Date: April 2012 
Repair Problem: Drill 13/32 holes in the uneven surface of stainless 

steel cast door sills for elevators   
Customer Type: Elevator Fabrication 

Original Repair Procedure and Result: 
The application is on an inconsistent profile material – solid stainless steel, then 
into a partial hole with 1/3 stainless steel coverage, then to solid stainless steel.  
10 bits were needed to drill six holes 2”+ deep.  The hole must be precise, so as 
bits wear and chip, they are discarded and replaced with new bits to ensure the 
hole stays true. Drilling 6 holes in this stainless usually requires 20 hours 
because the work requires precision and focus. 

Estimated Cost of Original Procedure: $ 740 

Alternative Repair Procedure with Partsmaster Products and Results: 
Use a CryoNitride™ drill bit and E-Z Cut™ Stick metal cutting lubricant to drill the 
holes. A single CryoNitride drill bit drilled all six holes in only a third of the time it 
took to drill these holes. 

Estimated Cost Using Partsmaster Products: $ 251 

Additional Comments: 
This procedure demands focus, patience, a slow steady speed, and a slow and 
steady feed to prevent wandering and drifting while channel cutting and to 
prevent drill bit damage.  This customer faces this challenging scenario many 
times throughout the year, and the annual cost savings is substantial.   

Estimated Savings: $ 489 
 
 

Accessories     
700-5-0012 Cryotool®+ cutting and tapping fluid
210-0-1070 EZ Cut™ Stick metal cutting lubricant
600-2-5035      EZ Cut™ aerosol cutting fluid
700-1-0055      EZ Cut™ bulk cutting fluid


